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1 - DéspairsRay @ Linnanmäki part 1

Four foreign creatures gowned in Gemini -outfits arrived to the mottled gates of Linnanmäki. Standing in
a line they observed the gates with empty eyes. A mother with her little ones passed by.

One of the children: "Mom, look! Clowns!"
Mother: "Now, dear, don't point the nice ladies."

The creatures glanced the flock for a moment before they continued their way through the gates. They
arrived to the ticket office just as the tallest of them caught something inexplicable in his eye.

Karyu: "(puffing) Ah! Cotton candy !"
Tsukasa: "You won't get anything before we get in."
Zero: "Let's buy Hizu-kun the children's ticket."
Hizumi: "Hey!"
Cashier: "(in English) So three adults' tickets and one children's?"
Hizumi: "(hitting his fist against the wall) FOUR adults' tickets, kudasai!"

The others giggled behind Karyu. Eventually they got in.

Karyu: "(eyes round by the sight) Ah!"
Zero: "(captures Karyu by the collar and draws the guitarist closer to himself) Be patient, let the little
ones decide where to go first."
Hizumi: "Haa haa, very funny."

Giving it a small thought Hizumi suddenly screams: "Let's go to the rollercoaster!"

And so the four of them dashed to the old rollercoaster. Hizumi observed the board.

Hizumi: "I wonder what it says here.."
Tsukasa: "According to the information I've recieved there reads about the history of this rollercoaster
and blaa dii bla bla..." and mean time the rest of the group fell asleep.

The line moved on and finally the group got on their wagon. Hizumi bounced on the first one with Karyu,
Tsukasa and Zero behind them.

Zero: "(mumbling) Why the wagons have to be yellow..?"
Tsukasa: "(gazing at the picture signs on the side) Karyu-san, shouldn't you keep your legs and arms
inside the wagon?"
Karyu: "(fretting about his legs) But I am!~"

There were no words to describe what kind of a position he was sitting in. Pushed in a narrow space,
Karyu didn't feel himself comfortable at all. The yellow wagons finally started to move. Hizumi raised his
hands in the air.



Hizumi: "Whee~"
Karyu: "Put the hands down, dammit!"
Zero: "This wasn't a good idea.."
Tsukasa: "No, no it wasn't.."
Zero: "(accidentally glancing over Karyu) What the--? Quite a.. original posture you have."¨
Karyu: "Help, I can't feel my legs! O.O"
Hizumi: "Shut up now! It's starting! ^^w"

And so the wagons started to go faster..

Karyu: "Seriously, I don't feel so good! (tries to change to a better position)"
Hizumi: "Whee~ Up up up!"
Zero: "(sweatdrop)"
Tsukasa: "I think this case is--"
Others: "SHUT UP!"

And so the wagons go down..

to be continued..
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And so the wagons go down..

Hizumi: "Whee~ Down down down!"
Karyu: "Pa--OOOON! O.O"
Zero: "Yeyyy!"
Tsukasa: "Hmh.. Yaay!"
Karyu: "Luckily this isn't so bad as I tho-ooought! (hits against the railing)
Hizumi: "Karyu-san, daijoubu?"
Zero: "I knew something would happen."
Tsukasa: "The sense of selfprotection isn't given to everyone, which reminds me--"
Hizumi: "Shut up already! >_<"
Karyu: ”Pa-oon.. .___.”

So that the guitarist would be happy again the band let him go and buy cotton candy after the ride.

Karyu: ”(as he rushed to the stall and pointing at the big picture of cotton candy enthusiastic) Ah! Ah!
Cotton kyandi!~”
Zero: ”You couldn't resist, nee?”
Karyu: ”(grinning) Should I have?”
Tsukasa: ”Let's just go to the next ride, okay?”
Hizumi: ”CAROUSEL!”

And so, led by Hizumi once again, they moved on to the next ride. Tsukasa settled himself on the
elephant, Zero on the tiger, Hizumi on the giraffe and Karyu on the pony (which, for some reason or the
other, was black and reminded more of a former human being). Either way, everyone seemed to enjoy
the ride... Especially Karyu.

Hizumi: ”Yay~”
Karyu: ”(munching the cotton candy) Pa-oon!”
Zero: ”...”
Tsukasa: ”(is wondering how he got on an elephant)”
Karyu: ”(starts to sing Forbidden)”
Others: ”???”
Karyu: ”Everybody sing along! ^____^”
Others: ”o.O’’’’”
Hizumi: ”I want off...”
Zero: ”Me too..”
Tsukasa: ”(still wondering how he got on an elephant)”
Hizumi: ”Days! Yell! I wanna die!~ (glancing at Karyu behind him)”
Karyu: ”^______^”
Zero: ”That's it, no more bondage.”
Karyu: ”O.O’’ ... T____T pu pu pu pu...”



Random child: ”Mom, what are those ladies talking about?”
Random mother: ”(wondering how the ladies sound so manly) They.. are talking about apples ^^’’”
Child: ”.____.”
Tsukasa: ”(notices the child and waves)”
Child: ”o___o”
Zero: ”I think you're scaring it, Tsukachi.”
Tsukasa: ”Why you think so? (batting his lashes)”
Zero: ”Because I'm scared too .___.”
Child: ”(turns to Karyu, who has messed his face with pink cotton candy) ...”
Karyu: ”(notices the child) ... ... ... Deizupasurei!~ ^^v”
Zero: ”(makes random sounds)”
Child: ”O__O”

Suddenly something unexpected occured.. The fiberglass animal Karyu thought was a pony moved.
Everybody turned to look at the "pony".

to be continued...
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Everybody turned to look at the "pony".

Pony: ”.___.’’ pa-oon...”
Karyu: ”(with bad English accent) Whuat iz thiz?! o.o Iz tsis ah zouke?” (transl. What is this? Is this a
joke?)
Hizumi: ”Oh Devil, that pony moved!”
Tsukasa: “But fiberglass doesn't move..”
Zero: ”... oO’’”
Child: ”EEEH! (runs away from the carousel)”
Karyu: ”(pokes the pony's head with his sticky fingers)”
Pony: ”... (tries to not be)”
Karyu: ”(shrugs) I guess it was nothing..”
Hizumi: ”Fhack, it had to move .___. Fhack.. fhack..”
Zero: ”Oh, Karyu-san! Just look how you have messed your face. (moves closer to the guitarist to touch
his face)”

To that touch the guitarist fell as if he just had melted. Meanwhile the bassist wiped the guitarist's face...

Pony: ”(nosebleed)”
Tsukasa: ”I wonder if there's a little problem with the engine now that it seems like oil's dripping from
that pony..”
Hizumi: ”Told you so.”
Pony: ”(kicking Zero's ankle) pa-ooon~”
Zero: ”O.O frack, now I'm sure it moved!”
Karyu: ”Hey, this isn't a pony! No wonder why the feeling under my @$$ was so soft.. T^T”

And so the pony revealed to be one of the Mania, Mukuro.

Mukuro: ”Mukuro dessssu ^^w”
Karyu: ”Karyu dessssu ^^w”
Hizumi: ”Hizumi dessssu ^^w”
Tsukasa & Zero: ”Wtf?”

Soon the carousel ride ended and the band continued their way. They didn't take Mukuro with them, but
they couldn't expect that that certain Mania would stalk them for the rest of their trip.

Tsukasa: ”Do you have that feeling as if someone's following?”
Others: ”(shrugs)”
Karyu: ”Oh! Oh! Let's go there!~ (pointing at the big spinning machine)”
Zero: ”... @___@ No.. not there..”
Karyu: ”(grabs Zero's hand) It can't be that bad! Just look how smoothly it spins.”



The bassist followed how the machine decorated with funny colors and spirals spun in the air upside
down and the fountains below it almost touched the people's long hair.

Zero: ”... No way x__x”

And so the others had to drag Zero with them with claws and fangs (literally).

Ticketman: ”(in English) Does the sonny have enough height?”
Hizumi: ”(sulking) Fhack.. Yes.. ^_^”
Karyu: ”(in stammering English) Don't worry, he is with us.”
Ticketman: ”Well, if madam is going with him..”
Karyu: ”(it takes a moment before he gets it)... >< DEIZUPASUREI, GITAA NO KARYU-SAMA
DESSSSU!!~ (dashes to the seats Hizumi in his arm)”
Ticketman: ”? .____.”

As the seatbelts and railings clicked to their places Zero began to feel sudden anxiety.

Zero: ”..Mmmaybe I can still get off? ^^’’’”
Others: ”Fufufufufufu~”

The engine started.

Zero: ”O.O..”
Hizumi: ”Wheee~”
Karyu: ”Pa-ooon!”
Tsukasa: ”Yaay!”
Zero: ”Sssshoot~”

The machine started to move and everybody else, except Zero, threw their arms in the air.

Everyone: ”Yaaay~”
Zero: ”X___X”

Later in the bathroom...

Tsukasa: ”(knocks the door) Zero-kun, daijoubu?”

Anguished noises echoed from the bathroom.

Hizumi: ”It couldn't be that bad ^.^”
Karyu: ”Zero-kun~”
Zero: ”(barf)”
Tsukasa: ”Zero-kun, seriously, are you alright?”
Zero: ”H-hai..”
Tsukasa: ”But you're in women's bathroom...”
Zero: ”... ... ahem..”
Hizumi: ”You're not raping anyone there, are you?”



Zero: ”...”

As Zero survived from the quick bathroom trip the band ended up in front of a funny looking building.

Tsukasa: ”(badly pronouncing) Bekkhura?” (transl. Vekkula. It's a fun house)
Zero: ”Sounds fishy..”
Hizumi: ”Sounds fun! ^.^”
Karyu: ”(runs towards the building already and bumps his head against the bridge) X_X”
Zero: ”Baka -.-”

After the lining and ticket checking..

to be continued...
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After the lining and ticket checking..

Hizumi: ”AAAGH! What is that?! O.O (points at the mirror)”
Others: ”... -.-”
Karyu: ”(stops for a moment before a mirror and checks out his own image)”
Zero: ”Here he goes again.. -_-’’”
Karyu: ”(turning around, observing himself fully around and sending flying kisses to the image)”
Others: ”-____-’’’ Onwards, please..”

The band slalomed through the mirrors to the next room..

Hizumi: ”Aa, fhack! The floor is moving! O_O’’”
Tsukasa: ”That's the point. Did you know that these plates are bla dee blap.." and everyone were
already moving to the next corridor.
Karyu: ”(walking past the beach-scenery window) Wow! A pussy! O.O (clutches against the window) I
can't see it.. T^T”
Tsukasa: ”That is an optical illusion that is produced by bla blapblap.." and everyone continues to the
next room.

The heros came through a dark corridor and arrived to a bridge that was surrounded by a spinning pipe
decorated with bright spots. Tsukasa walked ahead.

Tsukasa: ”This is also an optical illusion--"
Others: ”Shaddap!”
Hizumi: ”Hey, wow! Feels like I'd fall over the bridge @.@”
Zero: ”Hizu-kun! Don't lean that far over the edge! o.o (quickly manages to catch Hizumi by his pants
before the vocalist fell in to the pipe)”
Karyu: ”(touching the upper part of the pipe with his hands and whistles) ^____^”

In the next room the gravity treats the band with a trick...

Everyone: ”Whoooa~”
Tsukasa: ”And this has been produced by—”
Others: ”Now dammit--!”

Then Zero fell forward on his nose.

Zero: ”x__x”
Hizumi: ”(dragging himself up along the labyrinth handlebars) Gnaahh~ ><”
Zero: ”(crawling up along the floor)”
Karyu: ”(dragging Zero by the arm) Now daaaamn~”



Tsukasa: ”(dragging Zero and Karyu behind him) This is just gravity's tricks!”
Hizumi: ”(dragging Tsukasa with him through the labyrinth) Gravity's in your pants!”

As everyone already expected something happened to the vocalist..

Hizumi: ”.. Fhack (rolls down along the floor to the end of the labyrinth with his bandmates)”
BONG!
Everyone: ”X____X”

Despite the few bruises they made it and continued to the next room..

Hizumi: ”This is just like inside a pirate ship ^^”
Tsukasa: ”(is just going to open his mouth and tell a story about the swinging room)”
Zero: ”If you're gonna say something about optical illusion you'll regret it.”
Tsukasa: ”(shuts his mouth)”
Karyu: ”Muaha! Jack Sparrow dessssu ^^w (swings and drinks from the imaginary bottle of rum)”

Next they arrive to a wobbling bridge.

Zero: ”Daaaamn, this is not gonna hold out! .___.”
Hizumi: ”(bouncing on the bridge) Wheee~”
Zero: ”Dammit, stop bouncing! O.O”
Karyu: ”Relaax~ ^____^”
Tsukasa: ”(remains silent)”
Mukuro: ”(appears from somewhere dark)”
Everyone: ”WTF?! O.O”
Zero: ”It's.. a corpse..”
Hizumi: ”Fhack, it's that pony! O.O’’”
Mukuro: ”Pony, corpse, what the fracking ever ^^ (creeps closer to the guitarist)”
Karyu: ”(runs to the next room)”
Mukuro: ”(tackles Karyu)”
Karyu: ”X________X”
Mukuro: ”Muha! ^^w”
Tsukasa: ”(saves Karyu and drags him forward) Everybody run!”

The band escapes the corp-- Mukuro to a spinning pipe, where Zero tripped on the hem of his dress.

Zero: ”X___X”
Mukuro: ”Muhuhuh~ (threateningly approaches Zero madness gleaming in her eyes for the half naked
thigh)”

Unfortunately Mukuro, as she is a corpse, the leprosy striked and she lost her legs on her way.

Mukuro: ”Nnoouu~ I choose you, Banana-sama! (throws a banana at Zero)”

The banana recieved a half human form and stomped towards the stumbling Zero.



Tsukasa: ”Quick! To the stairs (leads the band to the moving stairs)”
Hizumi: ”Aagh! Whuaat ze fhaack?! o.o”
Karyu: ”(tries to climb on his own feet) Deeebiru~” (transl. Devil)
Zero: ”Wait for me!~ T__T”

The banana approaches threateningly Hizumi as her target this time..

Hizumi: ”... O.O’’’ How is that even possible..?”

Then they arrived to the slides at the end of the stairs.

Zero: ”Ah, safety! T___T”
Banana-sama: ”Kekekekekeke~”
Hizumi: ”Ssshiit~ (jumps on the carpet with Zero)”

Zero and Hizumi quickly slid down and Karyu and Tsukasa settled to be the next. It was only the matter
of a few seconds and simple luck that Banana-sama's legs splattered in between the moving stairs.
Banana-sama became bananasplit and so the band managed to escape. Down...

Hizumi: ”frack.. let's never go back there again .___.”
Others: ”(nod)”

As they survived from the shock the band decided to continue the trip..

to be continued...
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As they survived from the shock the band decided to continue the trip..

Zero: ”Now it's my turn to choose where to go next.”
Tsukasa: ”What what could that place you desire possibly be?”

The bassist observed the surroundings and soon noticed something that stung his eyes..

Zero: ”There (points), that one where reads Bonkaputhous.” (transl. Vonkaputous. A rollercoaster
where you get damn wet)
Hizumi: ”(staring at the machine)... Damn, we'll get wet!”
Zero: ”So? ^___^”
Others: ”-____-’’”

The band placed themselves on the wagons and let the ride begin..

Karyu: ”.. I am not sure what to think at all..”
Hizumi: ”(singing) Don’t worry.. be happy!~”
Karyu: “o.O’’’”
Tsukasa: “Didn't you just oppose the idea?”
Hizumi: ”Oppose? Who said that? ^^”

The wagons pass the cameras and the whole band struck a pose.

Zero: ”I had a terrible face on that one.. Can we go back and take the picture again?”

Soon the wagons approached to the peak..

Tsukasa: ”Damn now— O.O”
Hizumi: ”Whoa! O.O”
Karyu: ”PA-OON! O.O”
Zero: ”Shii— O.O”
Hizumi: “Wheee~”
Tsukasa: “Fuuc--! O___O”
Zero: ”AAAGH!”
Karyu: ”PAA—”

The water overflew and wiped over the band like a tsunami. Behind the clouds of water and splashes the
wagon arrived to the beginning. Dipped, the group remained silent. Karyu turned to Zero.

Karyu: ”That was the last time you picked up a ride..”

Tsukasa, being a fairly knowing man, had an idea of going to a ride that would dry the band out. And so



they found City Express.

Karyu: ”Yay! More rollercoasters ^___^ (dashes ahead to the last wagon)”
Tsukasa: ”Why last wagon?”
Karyu: ”Cause it's the best place to be ^_____^”

The others settled themselves on the wagons too, all on their own, since there were so few people (for
some odd reason..)

Hizumi: ”Whee~”
Zero: ”Do you always have to do that?”
Tsukasa: ”Whee~”
Zero: ”O.o’’’”

Suddenly Hizumi and Karyu got big lollipops in their hands.

Zero: ”Where the Hell did you get those?”
Hizumi: ”We found them from that Bekkhura just before we slid down ^^”
Karyu: ”Yea, there was a glass jar that seemed like you could get lollipops if you wanted.. ^^”
Tsukasa: ”What the-- How do you know that they aren't poisoned or something? .___.”

Hizumi and Karyu gazed at each others. Silence occured.. But the machine already turned on. Because
the vocalist and the guitarist kept licking their lollies both the drummer and the bassist decided to keep
their eyes on the two of them. The wagons started to make quick turns during the ride.

Hizumi & Karyu: ”Yaay! Wehee~ ^______^”
Zero: ”They have to be poisoned..”
Karyu: ”(raising his hand in the air) Yaay! Me want cotton candy!~”
Tsukasa: ”But you just ate one already. And you still have that lollipop..”
Karyu: ”Yea, but that cashier-lady didn't give me green cotton candy like I asked..”
Hizumi: ”You really do like cotton candy, nee, Karyu-san? ^_^”
Karyu: ”(eager, raises a fist in the air) Kattaan kyyyannndii!~”

But the guitarist once again didn't watch before him and his head hit hard against a pole.

Others: ”-.O Ouch..”
Karyu: ”@_______@”

As they got off the ride and to bind a cold poultice on Karyu's forehead the band continued to anywhere
else than rollercoasters. They stopped to the line of a fairly interesting ride..

Zero: ”(funnily pronouncing) Ki-eppi?” (transl. Kieppi. A ride that whips you up all around)
Hizumi: ”Funny names those Finnish people make up for these rides.”
Zero: ”I hope nothing will happen in this one..”
Karyu: ”(stares to nothingness)”
Tsukasa: ”I guess he got a concussion..”



After the long lining and maybe a few small cheats the group got to sit and the safety railings clicked on
their places.

Hizumi: ”Whee~”
Karyu: ”(worried) I'm not sure about this idea.. I want off.. .___.”
Zero: ”(about Karyu) It's still alive..”
Tsukasa: ”(beside Karyu) Fear is just an emotion, and you'll only get yourself even more nervous just
thinking about the situation. This is an amusement park ride, you won't die here. Everything will go just
fine just as long as you don't think all the things that could happen if something went wrong and if some
peace would fall apart this machine--”
Zero: ”(scolding from the seats beside Karyu and Tsukasa) Now, dammit, Tsukachi stop that! Don't
scare Karyu-san!”
Karyu: ”.. Chu~”

Soon the machine turned on.

Hizumi: ”Whee~”
Tsukasa: ”Wou!”
Zero: ”!! O.O”
Karyu: ”(clutches against the seat and makes odd noises) nya.. nya.. nyaPA-OON! (starts to cry)”

Because the ride was unearthly wild and full of foul language our story continues after the ride was over.

to be continued... 
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Because the ride was unearthly wild and full of foul language our story continues after the ride was over.

Zero: ”(takes support from the railing, swaying) @__@ I think I feel sick again..”
Hizumi: ”Shall we go again? ^^w”
Tsukasa: ”^^w”
Zero: ”You go ahead.. I think I'll pass..”
Hizumi: ”It couldn't be that bad.”
Karyu: ”(sits on the ground his legs folded against his chest and drawing circles on the ground with his
finger) Pu pu pu pu...”

It was the guitarist's turn to choose the ride. And, how could that be, it was the Horseriding.

Others: ”Well, yay.. -.-”
Karyu: ”^____^”

The members jumped on the mechanical horses and the ride began..

Karyu: ”Yaay!”
Hizumi: ”Whee~”
Zero: ”Is the poison still effecting..?”
Tsukasa: ”Hard to say..”
Hizumi: ”Why's my pony yellow..?”
Tsukasa: ”Yellow? o.O’’”
Hizumi: ”And it feels funny..”
Karyu: ”Now that you mention it, my pony feels funny too.. As if it's breathing..”
Others: ”... ...”
Pony ”(sweatdrop)”
Karyu: ”It really feels like it's moving in other way that it should.. (shrugs) Oh, well..”
Hizumi: ”We could go to get something to eat after this.”
Karyu: ”(raising a fist in the air) Beer and sausages!—Woah! O.O”
Tsukasa: ”What now, Karyu-san?”
Karyu: ”It felt like this pony had just trembled for a moment.. Just like a vibrator..”
Zero: ”Oh, Devil, it's that corpse pony! O.O”
Everyone: ”O____O”

Soon as the ride was over the band and that one of the Mania headed tho the Lintsiburger. As they got
their food they sat down to eat in the terrace.

Tsukasa: ”(in English) So you are a.. Mania?”
Mukuro: ”Hai.. Mukuro desssu ^^w”
Tsukasa: ”(eager) Ah, soo ka? ..(starts to explain something inexplained)”
Mukuro: ”... (looks at the others) (in English) Well.. my Japanese skills are very minor..”



Hizumi & Zero: ”Aaa..”

Silence.

Hizumi: ”Whee~ (chomps a big bite of his hamburger)”
Tsukasa: ”You haven't heard what they mean with serenity of apettite*, nee? With manners like that
you'll only embarrass yourself and us and you disturb the other people trying to eat. I recommend you to
stop making those noises and to concencrate to yo--”
Hizumi: ”Bwah! (stuffs spiral french fries in Tsukasa's mouth) Just shut up and eat!”
Tsukasa: ”(mouth full of fries) ...”

Zero: ”Where did you get that?”
Karyu: ”(drinking Coca-Cola) What?”
Zero: ”That (pointing at the 1,5 litres Coca-Cola mug)”
Karyu: ”Ah, (pointing Mukuro) she bought me this.”
Zero: ”Don't drink any more from it! Who knows how it affects! Are you even sure it's Coca-Cola?”
Karyu: ”...”

Hizumi: ”(victorious) I knew I'd get you silent!”
Tsukasa: ”...”
Hizumi: ”Ketchup?”
Tsukasa: ”...”

Zero: ”Karyu-san? Karyu! Are you alright?”
Karyu: ”(getting blue) I'll.. go.. to bathroom! (runs away)”
Mukuro: ”(follows Karyu) Boha! I knew I'd make it!”
Zero: ”Wait just a moment! (goes after Karyu and Mukuro)”

Hizumi: ”(looks after Karyu, Mukuro and Zero) Oh, so that's the way it is..”
Tsukasa: ”(mouth still full of fries) ...”
Hizumi: ”You know.. You're pretty sexy, when you're silent..”
Tsukasa: ”O_O”
Hizumi: ”But, if you want, I can help you to get rid of those fries (winks).”

Meanwhile in the bathroom...

Karyu: ”(barf)”
Mukuro: ”(sneaks closer) I knew I'd finally make it! Finally Itoshii is mine! Bohahahah~”
Karyu: ”Huh?! (notices Mukuro)”
Mukuro: ”Ah, Itoshii!”
Zero: ”HANDS OFF!”
Mukuro: ”Nani..? PA-OON!”
Zero: ”Nyaa!~ (attacks to tear Mukuro off of Karyu)
...
Mukuro: ”(lieing in the garbage-can behind the Lintsiburger, her legs in the air) So close... T^T”
Zero: ”Karyu-san, you're not so blue anymore.”
Karyu: ”Pu pu pu pu..



Hizumi: ”Well but.. Are you saying my help won't do?”
Tsukasa: ”O___O’’ (finally manages to swallow all the fries) Yes!”
Hizumi: ”T__T That was offensive..”
Zero: ”(arriving back with Karyu) Now that you have eaten, then I guess I get my.. Where the Hell is my
hamburger?!”
Hizumi: ”Umm.. That Karyu's molester took it. (secretly wipes hamburger sauce from his lips) Didn't
she, Tsukachi-san? ^^’’”
Tsukasa: ”Yea, she did.. yea, of course ^^’’’”
Zero: ”Well, I guess I'll eat later.. Karyu-san, would you buy me some cotton candy?”
Karyu: ”Kattaan kyyyaaannndiii desssssu~ (runs to buy some)”
Hizumi: ”O__O”
Tsukasa: ”(whispering) Hizu-kun, you have sauce behind your ear..”
Karyu: ”(running back) Heeerrree-ee! (giving the sugar to Zero)”
Zero: ”(eats it) Hey, why there's a hole?”
Karyu: ”Where? *.* I don't understand what you're saying..”
Zero: ”On my cotton candy!”
Karyu: ”... Hey, what's that ride? (points the Sateenkaari)” (a ride that goes sideways)

The band got seated and attached the safety railings.

Hizumi: ”Whee~”
Karyu: ”Pa-oon!”
Zero: ”^____^”
Tsukasa: ”...”

Soon the machine started..

to be continued...
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Soon the machine started..

Zero: ”Well, this isn't so bad after all. ^^w”
Karyu: ”Pa-oon! ^____^”
Hizumi: ”X___X (and who was the one to eat all the food?)”
Tsukasa: ”Hizu-kun, that what goes down will eventually come up.”
Hizumi: ”(holds his breath)”
Zero: ”Whee~ ^^w”
Karyu: ”Hizu-kun doesn't seem well.. ... Pa-oon! ^__^w”
Tsukasa: ”...”

After surviving from the Sateenkaari Hizumi rushed to the nearest bathroom..

Karyu: ”Hizu-kun.. that's..”

Frightened screams echoed from the bathroom while Hizumi ran out.

Karyu: ”... women's bathroom..”

After Hizumi finally survived in the end the group continued to the next stop.

Hizumi: ”Ah, Kino !”
Zero: ”O_o I don't really know..”
Hizumi: ”Why not?”
Zero: ”That movie.. ”Ga-monster in Manhattan”, I'm not sure do I really want to see it.”
Karyu: ”(takes Zero by the hand) Zero-kun, let's go to buy cotton candy, pleeease?!”
Tsukasa: ”You go buy cotton candy and I go with Hizu-kun ^^w”

Zero and Karyu left to get some cotton candy.

Hizumi: ”Ah, we have to buy some souvenirs before we leave! ^^ (heads to the gift-shop)”
Tsukasa: ”But what about the Kino?”
Hizumi: ”Zero's got a point. It's Ga-monster in Manhattan after all.”
Tsukasa: ”-__-’’”
Hizumi: ”Let's buy Zero-kun a keychain! *__*”
...
Karyu: ”Nya-PA-OON! (throws himself in to the shop with cotton candy)”
Hizumi: ”Keep those sticky hands of yours away from my shopping!”
Tsukasa: ”And as a matter of fact that sign says you can't bring anything edible here!”
Karyu: ”It does? o.O”
Tsukasa: ”ZERO-KUN!”
Zero: ”Nani? (arrives)”



Tsukasa: ”Take this stickypaw away! (pointing at Karyu)”
Karyu: ”(sucking the candy) pa-oon...”

And so the day at Linnanmäki was over. Later on the flight from Helsinki to Tokyo...

Tsukasa: ”Well, that was a nice trip, nee? Usually I don't like amusement parks, but that was pretty
nice, though at some points I thought I'd lose my nerves..”
Hizumi: ”Yea, like we all.”
Zero: ”Damn, I forgot my camera at the hotel >.<”
Hizumi: ”Pretty bad place to notice, we're already on the halfway.”
Tsukasa: ”Let's buy a new camera right when we get back to Japan, nee?”
Zero: ”Yay!”
Tsukasa: ”It won't replace the old camera, cause that camera still had the film, hadn't it?”
Zero: ”Yea.. but I don't think that anyone would be interested to see my porn... porch pictures ^^’’”
Hizumi: ”... By the way, where's Karyu-san?”
Others: ”... O.O’’”
Hizumi: ”Don't say that...”
Zero: ”He's still in Finland!! X___X”

Meantime in Finland...

Mukuro: ”I knew I'd make it! I knew it! Boha! (carrying Itoshii in a bag)”
Karyu: ”@_@”

~Fin
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